Position Advertisement
Welder - 10054
ABOUT THE COMPANY
Sabina Gold & Silver Corp. is a well-financed Canadian precious metals company on track to become a mid-tier gold
producer. The Company has a portfolio of properties in Canada at different stages of development. Our flagship project,
the Back River Gold Project, is located in the western Kitikmeot Region of Nunavut. Through our Nunavut assets, Sabina
is evolving from a successful exploration company to a developer. Sabina is listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (“SBB”).

ABOUT THE POSITION
The Welder’s main responsibilities are to cut and join metals and other materials for repair of heavy mining equipment
inclusive of haul trucks, skid steers, graders, excavators, and articulated rock trucks. Working in a remote camp setting on
a rotational basis (3x3), the Welder is responsible for the repair, replacement, and rebuilding of mechanical structures.
The Welder must be competent in using potentially dangerous equipment and show demonstrated proficiency in
adherence to Sabina’s safety policies and procedures. We are seeking two (2) individuals for a Fly In, Fly Out opportunity.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES
Reporting to the Superintendent, Maintenance or Designate, duties will include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review equipment specifications and drawings and take measurements to plan layout and procedures for
welding activities;
Determine the appropriate welding equipment and methods based on the assessed requirements;
Set components for welding according to specifications (e.g. cut material with powered saws to match
measurements);
Operate various industrial tools to prepare parts for welding;
Align components using calipers, rulers etc. and clamp pieces;
Weld components using manual or semi-automatic welding equipment in various positions (vertical, horizontal
or overhead);
Control metal shaping machines such as brakes, shears and other metal straightening and bending machines;
Test and inspect welded surfaces and structures to determine if there are flaws or signs of fatigue; and
Maintain equipment to a condition that meets or exceeds specifications and that does not compromise safety.

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS
The successful candidate will have prior experience working in a remote camp setting with limited access to resources.
Additionally, they will have:
•
•
•

Two (2) years of post-trade certification experience, with extensive work on mining heavy equipment;
Interprovincial Red seal trade designation in welding, or Intraprovincial Blue seal for Nunavut; and
Prior experience working in remote locations with a limited supply chain, is preferred.

COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS
For informational purposes, the blended rate of pay for this role is $65.62 for 2184 scheduled hours in a work year.
Competitive benefits and travel compensation will be discussed with the successful candidate.
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APPLICATION AND CONTACT INFORMATION
To be considered for this opportunity, please email your resume to employment@sabinagoldsilver.com using the
reference number 10054 in the subject line.
Kitikmeot Inuit, Nunavut Inuit and Residents receive priority hiring consideration, if one these categories applies, please
state it after the reference number in the subject line.
We thank all for their interest but are only considering applicants with working rights in Canada.
We will retain application material on file for future vacancies (openings within 6-12 months) for consideration;
however, you are encouraged to apply to any opening you may be suited for. If selected to move forward a member of
our team will be in touch.

CLOSING DATE
This posting will remain open until 12:00AM MST September 30, 2022 unless a suitable candidate is not found; however,
we encourage interested applicants to submit their resumes ASAP in order to be considered.

